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HASTINGS DISTRICT COUNCIL OUTDOOR DINING POLICY 
 

1  INTRODUCTION  

 
Hastings’ mild Mediterranean climate makes it an ideal place for outdoor activity. Outdoor dining is enjoyed by 
locals and tourists alike and provides a valuable contribution to a vibrant and interesting city by giving areas of 
the city a unique identity.  
 
Council promotes and encourages outdoor dining, allowing restaurants, cafés and licenced venues to use part 
of the footpath space directly outside their premises. 
 

Whilst Council encourages street dining, it is also responsible for maintaining standards for the 
functionality, safety, public accessibility and the appearance of the city’s streets, footpaths and public 
spaces and has a commitment to balancing the needs of all users. 
 

Kerb build-outs require the removal of on-street carparks, and therefore a good balance must be struck 
in each block between outdoor dining areas and parking.  
 
Council, as landowner needs to consider the private commercial benefits, and balance the environmental 
and community benefits and disbenefits of these uses for licensed public space. The balance aim is 
reflected in this policy. 

 

2  DEFINITION 
 

Outdoor dining is defined as the use of the public footpath or roadside space for the purpose of extending the 
seating space of businesses whose main function is the provision of food and/or beverages. 
 
Outdoor Dining Zone and Licenced Area are used interchangeably. They mean the public footpath or roadside 
area licenced to private businesses for outdoor dining use. 

 

3  OBJECTIVES 
 

The purpose of this Policy these guidelines is to encourage the establishment of outdoor dining wherever 
feasible and appropriate and with minimum effort from businesses.  

 
This Policy has These guidelines have been developed to make it easier for businesses to obtain a Footpath 
Hospitality/ Dining Licence; highlighting key considerations including safety, accessibility and amenity.  

 
They are intended to provide clarity and help streamline the application process by providing applicants with 
the necessary information before an application is made. 

 
Council is also committed to activation of the City and recognises the important role that street dining plays in 
adding vibrancy, vitality and colour to the City Centre.  

 
This policy document should be read in conjunction with the Operative Hastings District Plan.      

 
4  GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF OUTDOOR DINING 
 

Create a public realm that is welcoming and user friendly 
 

»»  Footpath dining should support Hastings’ ability to maintain clean public places and streets 
 
»»  Outdoor dining areas must be designed with safety in mind 
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»»  The city’s streets are to remain welcoming and accessible for users of all abilities, without obstacles or 

hazards for pedestrians 
 
»»  Footpath Hospitality/ Dining licenceholders must maintain their outdoor dining area to a high standard 

and comply with conditions of outdoor dining management set by the Council 
 

»»  Unnecessary noise and nuisance should be minimised 
 

Cultivate a positive relationship between the private and public realms 
 

»»  Outdoor dining is intended to be outdoors, and should look as such.  Environmental and weather 
conditions should be accommodated without the addition of infrastructure that fully encloses the space   

 
»»  Licences are issued with the intent of balancing the needs of all footpath and street space users.  

Operators and customers are able to make use of the footpath space but do not have exclusive rights 
over the occupancy of the area 

 
»» Most Aadditional infrastructure to support outdoor dining should be temporary, so that the area can be 

reinstated as public space in both appearance and function 

 

Strengthen the character and identity of our City 
 

»»  Outdoor dining should enhance the appearance and character of its location 
 
»»  Outdoor dining should be considered as part of street design, and incorporate and enhance existing 

features such as trees, and verandahs and buildings 
 
»»  Outdoor dining approaches and furniture should be of high quality and design, and make a positive 

contribution to the street experience. Interesting and innovative approaches are encouraged. 
 
»»  As part of the Hastings’ CBD Revitalisation Plan, Council will create kerb build-outs for outdoor dining 

and hospitality in certain locations to facilitate encourage more attractive and inviting public spaces, 

and greater vibrancy within the city centre 

 

5.0  GUIDELINES POLICY 
 

The following Policy requirements will be taken into account in reviewing all licence applications. These are 
intended to ensure that a good quality standard is achieved in all individual facilities. Approvals will be the 
responsibility of the Council. 
 
All licences shall be subject to the following Policy requirements, any operational provisions of the licence, and 

Resource Consent, Building Consent, fire and safety requirements, sign permits and Bylaw approvals as 

appropriate including liquor licences, etc. 

  

5.1  Siting 
 
 Site Plan 
 

Council requires that a Site Plan is submitted with all Footpath Hospitality/ Dining Licence applications.  Please 
see Appendix 1 for an example. 

 
 Outdoor Dining Zone  
 

An ‘Outdoor Dining Zone’ refers to the approved Licenced aArea where outdoor dining items can be placed 
(see Diagram 1). All outdoor dining items including tables, chairs, umbrellas, screens, signs and any other 
approved items must remain within the Outdoor Dining Zone at all times when the business is operating.  
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Suitable Outdoor Dining Zones are those areas directly outside the associated business premises that are 
otherwise not required for existing or proposed public use. 
 
There will be a clear visual differentiation between the permanent features of public spaces and the street 
furniture associated within a lLicencsed aArea. 
 
‘Pedestrian Zone’ refers to the area required for pedestrian movement.  As shown in Diagram 1, this is the 
distance between a building frontage or property boundary and the inner extremity of an outdoor dining zone, 
including all associated items (such as furniture, umbrellas and planter boxes). 
 
‘Kerb Zone’ refers to the distance between the outer kerb edge and the outer extremity of an outdoor dining 
zone, including all associated items. 
 

 

 
 
 

Outdoor Dining operators may apply for a permit to extend their Outdoor Dining Zone to the footpath in front of 
a single adjacent neighbour.  Written permission is required from the business owner and the building owner 
of the neighbouring premises and must be provided to Council with the permit licence application. This 
permission must include a statement that the neighbouring business owner and land owner are aware that if 
permission is granted to extend the location of the adjacent outdoor dining to the front of their premises, the 
area will no longer be available for their use.   Should permission be withdrawn by the neighbour (current or 
future), outdoor dining must be removed immediately from the next-door area. Extension beyond a single 
neighbour will not be supported. 

 
Policies 

 
5.1.1 Outdoor dining will only be supported where its location, size or layout will not compromise public 

access, circulation, public safety, and safety of patrons, sight lines of motorists or other street activities. 
 

5.1.2 Outdoor dining will not be supported adjacent to bus stops and taxi stands or designated accessible 
parking spaces. 

 

5.1.3 All outdoor dining areas in one street must have the same alignment. Generally this means kerb zone 
alignment, however building alignment will be considered in some streets. 

 

5.1.4 A Pedestrian Zone of a minimum of 2m width will be retained at all times.   The Pedestrian Zone must 
be kept clear of both business items (such as signage) and customer items (such as bicycles or prams) 
at all times. 

 

5.1.5 Requests for a Pedestrian Zone of less than 2m will be assessed on factors including street type, street 
traffic speed, potential risks, pedestrian volumes, presence of public transport waiting areas and other 
criteria as applicable. 

 

5.1.6 A distance of 400mm is required from the outer kerb edge to the start of the outdoor dining zone 
adjacent to parking and travel lanes on all streets. 
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5.1.7 Applications for outdoor dining areas adjacent to the building frontage may be appropriate in some 
streets where this will not be an impediment to vision impaired people who use this feature to navigate 
the footpath.     

 

5.1.8 In a typical street with separate footpath and roadway, the Kerb Zone setback does not apply and the 
Pedestrian Zone is between the outdoor dining and the outer kerb edge. In these situations a 
Pedestrian Zone of no less than 2m must be left from the outside edge of the Outdoor Dining Zone 
area to the kerb edge. See Diagram 3.  In pedestrian only streets where there is no kerb, a minimum 
2m wide pedestrian zone shall be maintained down the centre of the street, parallel to the building line. 

 

 

 

5.1.2  Kerb Build-Outs & Structures 

 

Hastings District Council kerb build-outs may be funded by the Council as part of streetscapes developments. 

Where this is done and not at the request of a licensee Licenceholder/s, the build-out development 

developemnst shall be provided by the Council for no additional licence fee.   

Suitability of footpath extensions will only be considered within an integrated streetscape design and Council 
will have full approval over streetscape design.   

 

5.2  Clearances and Setbacks 

 
 General 

 
See Diagram 5 relating to Clearances and Setbacks 

   
 Policies 
 

5.2.1 Unless an outdoor dining operator has permission from the neighbouring building owner and business 
owner to extend their Outdoor Dining Zone, a 400mm setback is required from the side boundary of the 
property.  

 
5.2.2 A setback of 1m is required around infrastructure and public amenity items such as a bench, bin, 

telephone box, post box or bicycle stand.  
 
5.2.3 A 1m setback from either side of a pedestrian crossing or Council pedestrian pathway must also be 

maintained. 
 
5.2.4 If located in the Kerb Zone, Outdoor Dining Zones must be set back 2 metres from intersections to ensure 

clear sightlines for road users, customer safety and unobstructed pedestrian movement at crossing 
points.  The intersection setback is measured from the corner of the building line.  
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Extended Outdoor Dining Area Break 
 

Where an Outdoor Dining Zone is continuous for more than 12m an evenly spaced 800mm break is required 
for every 8m of dining area.  

 
An Outdoor Dining Zone 15m long will therefore require one 800mm break and an area 16m long will require 
two 800mm breaks. 

 
 

5.3  Placement 
 

5.3.1 All outdoor dining items including tables, chairs, screens, planter boxes, umbrellas must be 
positioned within the permitted Outdoor Dining Zone. See Diagram 7. 

  
5.3.2 Chairs must not back onto the roadway unless screens are used along the Kerb Zone. 
 
5.3.3 The placement of outdoor dining items must be approved by Council and must be detailed in the 

Licence permit aApplication.  
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5.4  Outdoor Furniture   
 

General 

 
5.4.1 All street and dining furniture, canopies, screens, blinds and signage should be to a high standard of 

design and construction.  
 

5.4.2 All street and dining furniture should be constructed of substantial materials and with a quality, durable 
finish suitable for external public use. Timber should be finished with paint, stain or polyurethane to 
provide a good standard of finish that can be easily cleaned. Canopy materials should be either canvas 
or shade cell fabric (woven nylon/rayon open-cell fabric). Steel or other metals should be finished with 
a good quality paint finish or should be anodised or chromed to a standard suitable for external use.  

 

5.4.3 All individual furniture items such as chairs, tables, umbrellas should be complementary in design and 
appearance within any one lLicencsed aArea.  
 

5.4.4 Simple combinations of a small palette of colours in street furniture will be most effective in maintaining 
a high standard of amenity within and relationships between outdoor areas.  

 
5.4.5 No street furniture including supports in the pavement shall be fixed and shall be immediately 

removable at the request of the Council for services maintenance and repair, pavement cleaning, or 
for such other reasonable circumstance as may arise.  Council does not generally encourage the 
installation of large fixed infrastructure such as gazebos, pavilions or decking unless it is part of a 
planned streetscape upgrade or consistent with the Revitalisation Plan.  Fully removable furniture and 
other outdoor dining equipment provides increased flexibility, makes street and furniture cleaning 
easier, reduces the impression that public space has been privatised, allows the footpath to return to 
its original state after use and promotes ease of pedestrian movement when the business is not trading. 

 

5.4.6 All street furniture should be stable in windy conditions and shall not present a health and safety risk. 
Any furniture which does present such a risk shall must be removed from the lLicencsed aArea when 
weather conditions become unsuitable.  

 
5.4.7 Outdoor items must meet Council’s safety requirements which includes but is not limited to; being 

windproof (either heavy enough that they will not easily blow over or appropriately weighted to the 
footpath) and without sharp edges or other features likely to cause injury. 

 

5.4.8 It is the responsibility of the licenceholder to keep outdoor furniture items, the outdoor dining area and 
immediate footpath area clean, tidy and in good repair at all times. 

 

5.4.9 All non-fixed outdoor dining elements including tables, chairs, umbrellas and screens must be removed 
from the footpath when the business is not operating in accordance with individual licence trading 
times. Licenceholders will need to stack furniture for discontinued use by midnight. Planter boxes that 
meet the set criteria may remain on the footpath in the Outdoor Dining Zone. 

 
 

Canopies 
 
5.4.10 Canopies where permitted, and umbrellas should preferably be of a single colour to minimise visual 

clutter and should complement the building facade. 
 

5.4.11 The combined depth of a canopy and/or veranda should not be greater than the depth of the 

lLicencsed aArea, 7m or 530mm clear of the kerb line, whichever is the lesser.  

 

5.4.12 Vertical supports for verandas will be discretionary and will depend on the site location and the effect 

on enclosure of the public space.  
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5.4.13 Canopies and verandas proposed to be fixed to heritage buildings will require a Resource Consent 

for an alteration to a heritage building. Other consent requirements will be dependent on the size and 

location of the veranda or canopy.  

 
Screens and Blinds  

 
All screens and blinds must fit within the permitted Outdoor Dining Zone and be Council pre-approved. 

 
5.4.14 The maximum height for side screens will be 1800mm from the ground. Where lLicencsed aArea 

have a perimeter at street corner then the 1800mm glazed side screen may be returned at 1800mm 

high along the frontage for 1200mm, at that street corner. Front screens shall be to a maximum height 

of 1300mm.  

 

5.4.15 For safety reasons, no external stays will be allowed to support screens. Instead, screens may be 

supported by vertical poles placed in a flush sleeve in the pavement, at the discretion of the Council. 

Alternatively vertical supports may be attached to planters or be free-standing provided no base shall 

project outside the lLicenced aArea. 

 

5.4.16 The planters or other similar elements may be used to define an edge to the licensed area to avoid 

clutter and spread. Height of planters plus plants generally should not exceed the specified height of 

screens.  

 
Blinds 
 
5.4.17 Outdoor blinds fitted to Licenced Area structure/s by Council for Licenceholder use will remain 

Council property.  
 

5.4.18 Licenceholders will need to ensure: 
 

(a) The outdoor blinds are maintained in a clean and tidy condition 
 

(b) Outdoor blinds will be pulled up/ fully retracted and securely locked at the end of trading hours 
and in extreme weather conditions, especially high wind, so as not to cause a hazard 

 

(c) Nothing is to be attached, written or painted on to the outdoor blinds  
 

(d) Damage to blinds during trading hours will be the responsibility of the Licenceholder 
 

Umbrellas 
 

i. Umbrellas are not favoured in Outdoor Dining Zones, and can only Umbrellas shall only be placed in 
areas where existing shelter (e.g. tree canopiesy or verandah) is inadequate at the discretion of 
Council. 

 
ii. Freestanding umbrellas should have a single central support. An umbrella may utilise a flush sleeve 

in the pavement for support provided the umbrella is not permanently fixed and may be removed at 
any time. 

  
iii. The clearance between the footpath and the underside of an umbrella shall be not less than 2.1m  

 

5.4.19 Shall have a canopy in a high-quality material such as canvas and of a single neutral colours, 
Canopies and umbrellas should preferably be of a single colour to minimise visual clutter and should 
complement the building façade built surroundings. 

 

iv. Must not obstruct CCTV lines of sight  
 

v. Must be properly weighted on the pavement during use without creating a trip hazard or impeding 
pedestrian movement 
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vi. Shall not obstruct or impede pedestrian or vehicle access or visibility 

 

 
 

Planter Boxes 
 

Planter boxes may be used to define an edge to the Outdoor Dining Zone/ lLicencsed aArea to avoid clutter 

and spread. Height of planters plus plants generally should not exceed the specified height of screens.  All 

plant material is to be maintained, replaced or supplemented to ensure a good standard of planting at all 

times of the year. 

Planter boxes are required to meet the following criteria: 
 
vii. Planter boxes must be aligned parallel to the kerb line and fit within the Licenced Area permitted 

Outdoor Dining Zone.   Planter boxes not parallel to the kerb line will be assessed on their own merit.  
 

viii. Shall be a minimum width of 500mm and a maximum length of 1.5m 
 

ix. Shall have a total height of no more than 1.2m from footpath to top of plants. Please note that 
consideration for the use of planter boxes with a total height of more than 1.2m from footpath to top 
of plants, can only be used following a risk assessment and approval from Council 

 

x. Shall be elevated 20mm above the footpath to allow for drainage. 
 

xi. Shall be constructed of durable material adequate to meet functional requirements including 
resistance to vandalism and impact from pedestrians (plastic is not permitted) 

 

xii. Shall be secured in place during use (e.g. have lockable casters) and removed from the footpath 
outside of trading hours 

 

xiii. Shall be designed and placed so that overflow from watering does not discharge into the storm water 
system, stain pavements or cause a safety hazard to footpath or road users pedestrians 

 

xiv. Shall be maintained to a good standard (empty planter boxes should be removed or replanted). 
 

xv. Plants that have prickles, thorns or are toxic are not permitted. 

 
Colour [moved to prior best fit sections] 

5.5 Layout 
 

5.5.1 The extent of lLicencsed aAreas shall be identified on the ground. This may be by permanent 

pavement markers, planters, planter boxes roped bollards and/or side screens. Low level enclosing 

elements shall provide the visually impaired with sufficient guidance for such persons to remain clear 

of footpath obstructions within lLicencsed aAreas.  

 

5.5.2 The extent of planters and screens etc shall be sufficient to visually define the area but need not be 

continuous around the whole lLicencsed aArea.  
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5.5.3 The layout of the lLicencsed aArea should be related to the geometry of the public space, the street 

grid or other significant features of the space. Any change in layout must be subject to a further 

approval by the Council.  

 

5.5.4 Reticulation for services if required should be visually unobtrusive and integrated into the furniture 

elements or should be underground subject to the terms and conditions of the licence, safety 

requirements and approvedal by the Council. 

5.6  Advertising 
 

5.6.1 Advertising should be restricted to site identification signs, emblems or logos integrated with 

umbrellas, side screens, menu boards or planters within the lLicencsed aArea.  

 

5.6.2 Advertising should be limited to one per umbrella panel, individual logos on the panels of one 

umbrella will be regarded as one sign. 

 

5.6.3 Advertising of liquor brands or products is not permitted.  

 

5.6.4 The Licenceholder licensee must not offer to sell goods, solicit, try to attract trade or business, tout 

or spruik on public space outside of their permitted trading zone area. 

5.7  Display Items & Signboards 
 

Signboards and display items for outdoor dining lLicenced aAreas are permitted on footpaths in the where 

they meet the following conditions: 

5.7.1 Premises on corner sites, or with a frontage length exceeding 27 metres, shall be permitted a 

maximum of two (2) signs. 

5.7.2 Signboards and displays shall be positioned in such a way so as not to obstruct the free flow of 

pedestrian traffic along the footpath or doorways (pedestrian zone). 

5.7.3 The maximum size of signboards or displays shall be no greater than 1 metre in height x 600 mm in 

width and a 600 mm base spread, except that in the case of displays some deviation from these 

size limitations may be allowed at the discretion of Council. 

5.7.4 Any material displayed or the advertising matter on any signboard shall relate only to the business 

carried on in the premises. 

5.7.5 All displays and signboards shall be removed from the pavement each day after the expiry of 

normal trading hours of the business concerned. 

5.7.6 All signboards and displays must be maintained to a standard acceptable to the Council. 

 

5.8  Smoking  
 

5.8.1 No smoking or vaping is permitted within any licenced Outdoor Dining Zone. 

  

5.9  Alcohol Licensing 
 

5.9.1 Footpath hospitality/ dining applicants intending to sell alcohol are required to discuss their proposal 
with the Alcohol Licensing Officer within Council prior to submitting their application. 

 
5.9.2 The licenced Outdoor Dining Zone must shall be the same area as the Alcohol Licence Area. 

 

5.10 Maintenance and Cleaning Other Items 
  
 Furniture 
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5.10.1 Businesses operating Outdoor Dining Zones must maintain the area through regular cleaning and 

litter removal. [covered elsewhere] 
 

5.10.2 All outdoor furniture and equipment within the lLicenced Area boundary shall be maintained by the 
Licenceholder licensee to a high standard. 
 

5.10.3 All outdoor furniture are to be durable, waterproof and weather resistant, designed for outdoor use, 
well maintained and comply with NZS 4121.  

 

5.10.4 Business owners Licenceholders are required to continually monitor and maintain the outdoor 
seating area to the Council's satisfaction.  This includes: 

 

(a) Ensuring that outdoor furniture and patrons stay remains within the lLicenced aArea. 

(b) Maintaining outdoor furniture to a high aesthetic standard. 

(c) Ensuring that all street furniture, including gas heaters, are free standing (Council does not 

permit any street furniture that penetrates or damages the surface of Council's footpaths/ 

paving). 

(d) All street furniture being removed in extreme weather conditions, especially high wind, so as 

not to cause a hazard. 

 
Patrons 
 
Licenceholders must ensure patrons remain within the Licenced Area. 
 
Maintenance 

 

The following may be used as a guide for Licenceholders’ maintaining a high standard of presentation for all 

lLicenced aArea dining furniture and fittings: 

Maintenance problem Action required by permit Licenceholder 

Damaged Screens Remove or repair within 24 hours 

Damaged Blinds Remove or repair within 24 hours 
 

Graffiti Remove immediately or before 7.30am the  
next day 

Furniture in disrepair or broken Remove or repair within 24 hours 

Furniture does not meet permitted requirements Remove and replace with Council approved 
furniture 

Furniture and fittings in an unclean condition Remove or clean within 24 hours 

Planter boxes damaged or plants dead or  
wilted 

Remove, repair or replace within 7 days 

Umbrellas damaged or canvas torn Remove and replace within 24 hours 

Footpath area within permitted area soiled or  
unclean 

Clean immediately 

 

Special Events & Council Maintenance Access 

There may from time to time be interruptions to the use of the lLicenced aArea as a result of special events, 

road works, maintenance or other activities on nearby roads. Council may require all furniture, planters and 

other items to be removed at any time (including during permitted hours of use) to allow road works or other 

activities to occur. Council will not be liable for any loss of business or other costs caused by any interruption 

to the Licenceholder licensee’s use of the area, regardless of the cause of the interruption or its duration, 

including emergencies.  
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 Street Cleaning  

 
Continual, vigilant cleaning of the approved lLicenced aArea is required by Licenceholders throughout operating 

hours ensuring that when customers vacate the area, tables and surrounds are cleared and cleaned 

immediately.  

The licensee Licenceholder must ensure that the area and surrounding pathway and locality is kept free from 

rubbish and spillages, and that waste is placed in proper containers when cleaning. The licensee Licenceholder 

must dispose of rubbish/litter in their own bins.  

The licensee Licenceholder is not permitted to dispose of rubbish/litter in Council's street litter bins or sweep or 

wash cigarette butts and litter from the outdoor seating area onto the footpath, street kerb and channel, 

stormwater sump or street. Licensee’s Licenceholder/s are required to continually monitor and maintain the 

outdoor area to the Council's satisfaction.  

Alfresco Dining 

 

6.0 APPLICATION AND ISSUING OF LICENCES 
 

6.1 Information Requirements  
 

To ensure that a good standard of amenity is maintained, a suitable standard of exterior furniture and layout 

must be provided by individual licensee Licenceholder applicants as a condition of licence. The information 

submitted with a lLicence aApplication shall include: 

(a) Designs for all proposed furniture including tables, chairs, planters, glazed screens and supports, 

heaters, planting, bollards/ropes, safety rails, canopies and umbrella designs and also their materials, 

finishes and colours. 

(b) Site Layout Plan identifying all elements 

(c) Planting materials 

(d) Further information required for regulatory consents 

(e) Licensees Licenceholders are to provide details of any redevelopment to the Council. 

 
Footpath Dining/ Hospitality Licences are granted under Clause 2.9.2(b) of Chapter 2 "Public Places" of the 
Hastings District Consolidated Bylaw.  

 
Application forms are available on Council’s website www.hastingsdc.govt.nz [application link] 

 
Send Completed Applications to: 

 
Environmental Health 
Hastings District Council 
Private Bag 9002 
Hastings 4156 
 
Phone: 06 871 5000 
Email: customerservice@hdc.govt.nz 

 

6.2 Licence Fee 
 
6.2.1 An application fee is payable for all Footpath Hospitality/ Dining Licence Applications [www.fees link] 
 
6.2.2 Annual fees also apply and the amount charged is dependent on whether the premises is licensed 

and whether they are inside or outside the liquor ban area.  
 

http://www.hastingsdc.govt.nz/
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6.2.3  The Council will ensure that all licence fee revenue received from commercial activities licences is no 

less than what would be obtained from the carparking it displaces or otherwise equated to adjacent 
carparking revenues.   

 
6.2.4 The lLicence fFee for the Licensed Area shall be set at a rate per square metre occupied relative to 

the nearest Hastings District Council offstreet licence carparking rate in accordance with the following 
methodology: 

 (Licenced Area Xm2 @ $Y/m2 HDC Parking Rate) x 1.0 factor = Annual Licence Fee plus GST 
 
6.2.5 In instances where Hastings District Council agrees to a requested build-out or other structure/s, 

Licenceholder/s may be required to pay an additional fee (a Capitalised Works Repayment). 
 
6.2.6  A maximum annual Licence Fee of $X will apply for the Licenced Area.  
 
6.2.7 The Licence Fee for the Licenced Area may be reviewed annually by the Council.  
 

 
Refer to Council’s Fees and Charges on the website www.hastingsdc.govt.nz [fees link] 

 

6.3 Decision Making Process 
 

1. Applications to lease for a licence for public street space for Footpath Hospitality/ Dining outdoor dining 

shall be made to Council. 

 

2. The level of pedestrian access, level of enclosure and types of street furniture permitted in any location 

will be in accordance with this Policy guideline as determined by Council. The decision will be made 

having regard to the following criteria: 

 

(a) Width of footpath 

(b) Level of pedestrian traffic 

(c) Amount and nature of adjoining activity 

(d) Level of vehicular traffic 

(e) The impact on the amenity and appearance of the area 

 

3. The proposed design, quality, materials, colours and layout of the street furniture will be assessed, by 

the officer team Council to ensure that they are in accordance with the policy requirements of the 

Council. 

 

4. In some situations enclosures will require Building Consent and/or Resource Consent. Applicants will 

be advised when they submit their application, what will be required. Before proceeding with a 

Resource or Building Consent application, applicants may wish to should discuss the terms of a 

licence with Council. 

 

5. Council reserves the right to refuse any application. 

 

6. Once If technical approval is granted, a Licence for Occupation of Legal Road – being a Footpath 

Hospitality/ Dining Licence, Agreement can may be negotiated with the Council.   

 

6.4 Licenscing Prinicples 
 

1. That the following criteria be used as guidelines in determining applications: 

 

(a) The site not being on an arterial road. 

(b) That there be no stopping, taxi stands, or short term parking restrictions at the site. 

(c) It should be directly related to the activity carried out in the adjacent business. 

http://www.hastingsdc.govt.nz/
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(d) There is no conflict with the immediate neighbouring land uses or with the historical character of 

the building or area. 

(e) That the site is suitable climatically (has a northerly or westerly orientation). 

(f) That there will be no interference with the safe and convenient movement of pedestrians. 

(g) The development is not one that would detract from the immediate streetscape of that section of 

road. 

(h) The building associated with the extension has appropriate facilities to cater for the extra 

customers, including sufficient accessible toilets, with prominent signage. 

(i) The licence fee shall be based on adjacent or nearby CBD Council licensed car parking 

revenues/ values and the coinciding Council fee setting and review policy. 

(j) The works associated with the extension be designed to meet the requirement of the Council. 

(k) If a liquor licence is to be issued then the Council reserves the right to withdraw the licence to 

occupy road or footpath space on the basis of non-compliance with the conditions and that this 

power be delegated by the Council. 

(l) The conditions of the licence will vary according to the size, the sale of liquor and location. 

(m) Construction costs to be met by the Licenceholder owner, unless incorporated as part of an 

approved Council project. 

(n) The Licenceholder Licensees or their tenants must have a street frontage in the inner city and 

the Licenced Area cannot be used by a third-party. 

(o) The Licenceholder licensee must at all times comply with the requirements and obligations 

described in the Council’s Outdoor Dining Policyies and as amended from time to time. Any 

breach of a requirement or obligation as described constitutes a breach of the lLicence 

Agreement. 

(p) The Licenceholder licensee will only be permitted to trade in the goods and services directly 

related to the business activities carried out on the primary premises of the Licenceholder 

licensee.   

6.6 District Plan Compliance & Other Council Legal Requirements 
 

It is the responsibility of the Licenceholder licensee to comply with the District Plan, all council policies and all 

other legal requirements relevant to the Licenceholder’s operation of the lLicenced aArea, and to ensure that 

employees and agents also comply.  

The Licenceholder licensee must, at its own expense, comply with all other legal requirements regarding the 

aArea and all activities upon it, and obtain and keep in force all necessary licences, permits and authorities 

which may be required for use of the permitted area for footpath hospitality/alfresco type dining. 

(a) Liquor Licence - Tthe Licenceholder business owner must not allow the consumption of liquor within 

the dining zone unless the Licenceholder business owner holds a valid liquor licence covering this 

area. The Licenceholder Business owner should apply separately for the liquor licence (see Sale of 

Liquor Act 1989 regarding 'definition' of licensed premises). Information can be provided by Council. 

 

(b) Provision of additional tables and chairs for premises becomes a compliance matter under the Food 

Hygiene Regulations 1974 (and Building Act 2004). It may be necessary for the Licenceholder 

business to apply for an exemption from the Food Hygiene Regulations 1974 with registration of New 

Zealand Food Safety Authority Template Food Safety Programme. 

6.7  Enforcement Action 

  

1. Enforcement action will be taken against any business who that:  

(a) occupies public space without a licence or against any Licenceholder licensee who does not comply with 

this pPolicy; 

(b) Enforcement action will be taken against businesses placing places any furniture or erectings any 

enclosures on the public pedestrian precinct or street, for which the necessary license and consents 

have not been obtained.  
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Appendix 1 

Detailed Site Plan Example 

This is an example of the level of detail required in the site plan that must accompany all new Footpath Hospitality / 

Dining applications and requests for changes to existing areas. 

[NOTE: This plan has different setbacks etc than HDC is requiring – to consider which 

plan you use as an example – and Trading Zone name needs to be Outdoor Dining Zone 

to be terminology consistent.] 

 

 


